Singularity of Lakeland Ślawskie & Earth Wschowska

Tourist Region

Tourist Association of Earth Wschowska
Discover the region to which many return …

Know precisely the Region the Lakeland Sławskie and Earth Wschowska is not easy. Our land consists of a geographical mezoregion Sławski Lakeland and historic sites of Earth Wschowska.

Our region boasts a multitude of interesting places: the lush nature areas in the background, changing like a kaleidoscope landscape and sites, through which passed the “wind of history”.

It is worth it all to see.
We, therefore, before the eyes of a very interesting tourist region, through which we wander, to explore the most scenic spots, surprising creations of nature and to admire the enchanting views of nature at any time of day and year.

Numerous monuments of religious architecture, burgher houses and palaces and manor houses are the pride of the region.

You need to have a lot of power and time to use all facilities and equipment, sports and recreation. We urge people to sample different dishes, sweets and drinks from local restaurants offer.

For our range includes modern sports halls, interesting cultural events, art and recreation and tourism, as well as the ever-growing and modernized offer accommodation, leisure and catering facilities and the recently completed bicycle and hiking trails.

This area is a tourist region called the Lakeland Sławskie and Earth Wschowska.
Singularity Nature and landscape

The largest forests in the Lakeland Sławski and Earth Wschowska are:
- to the west and south-west of the village Włoszakowice, with a predominance of pine and old oak trees
- the south and south-west of the village Przemęt, pine forests and mixed forests
- the south-west of the town of Sława - the former Forest progresses, the advantage and olesy (swamp forest), oak, ash, beech and lime.

The vegetation in these forests is very rich and varied. In the area of the area is approximately 80 urban parks and rural areas. To be counted among the most beautiful parks in the villages: Sława, Włoszakowice, Wschowa, Jędrzychowice, Wygnańczyce, Lgiń, Zamysłów, Krążkowo, Dębowa Łęka, Wyszanów and Osowa Sień.

Here is a varied world of wild animals. Hunters from the consent of the Hunting Association, may hunt with us of Game such as deer, fallow deer, wild boars, foxes and hares, and can meet the badger or raccoon dog in the vicinity of the Lgiń or Sława beavers.

From game birds living here: wild ducks, geese Greylag, partridges and pheasants rare. Nearby lakes abound in fish species such as: carp, eel, pike, perch, tench, bream, roach, perch, crucian carp and even catfish.

One form of protection of the landscape in our region is Przemęt Landscape Park was established areas municipalities: Przemęt, Włoszakowice, Wijewo and Wschowa.

It was established to protect and preserve one of the most interesting parts of glacial landscape in the Wielkopolska land.

Natural value in the region highlight the nature reserves: Isle of lily of the valley in May and Holy Lake peat-bog (Przemęt Landscape Park), Valley Lake Mesze and near Lake Sławskie.

Climate occurring within our region is one of the warmest in Poland. The average temperature amounts to approximately 8 °C (July: 21 °C - January: -3 °C).

Winters are mild, because the sites are within the range of moist and warm air masses from the Atlantic. On average, rainfall amounts to 500-700 mm per year.
Interesting architecture and history

**Wschowa** with its history and architecture is too careful a charming cluster of old buildings the western Polish city. This makes it is often visited by tourists.

An interesting medieval town planning ideas for visitors is the location of the two main streets of the city for an hour in 13:00, ie the main axis of the city slopes of 35° from the north-south, which provided a favorable solar lighting buildings situated on the streets and the east and west frontage of the market.

The advantages of such a perfect layout of the town by the fact that all the major centers of political, administrative and religious were located on one axis.

From the East closed the street, the royal palace, a huge block to the west of the parish church, and in the middle of the market rose a town hall.

The whole composition of urban closed gates: Poland and Glogowska and walls of stone and brick, Strapping circularly old town.

Undoubtedly, “pearls” of architecture in the city are: the baroque seventeenth-century Franciscan monastery complex and the former Bernardine Old and Protestant Cemetery tombstone sculptures out Lapidarium.

Furthermore, in two best-preserved Renaissance burgher houses from the seventeenth century, are located today, the Museum of Earth Wschowskie collections.

In **Sława**, town on the border of **Silesia** and **Great Poland**, survived as interesting spatial arrangement of medieval origin. For centuries, Fame played the role of trade settlement on the route from **Silesia** to **Wielkopolska**.

Only in the twentieth century, the interwar period, thanks to its location on Lake Fame, the largest reservoir of water in **Lubuskie**, it has become known for bathing and health resort.

Here too we can admire the unique architectural monuments: the late-Renaissance church. St. Michael, whose present shape was founded around 1600, baroque palace from the early eighteenth century, surrounded by a landscaped park and a classical church. Divine Mercy, was built in the nineteenth century, as the Evangelical Church of the Holy Trinity.
His rise to the city **Szlichtyngowa** owes to **John George Schlichting - wschowski judge**, who 20 July 1644, he received from King Władysław IV privilege. The town was founded in Magdeburg took part in the village of goods **Szlichtyngowa - Górczyn**. It had a regular building, and they settled by German Protestants - refugees from war-torn Thirty Silesia.

Until 1793 **Szlichtyngowa** remained in Earth Wschowska and shared her fate. On site burned down in 1995, a valuable half-timbered church. Exaltation of the Holy Cross from 1653, built a new shape of mimicking the previous one.

The city preserved the original urban layout of a square. Market Square is a bourgeois houses built, the baroque and classical features of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

On the outskirts of the city **Szlichtyngowa**, forest clearings among the small Jewish cemetery so. cemetery. It is an extraordinary place surrounded by walls in which there are several well-preserved tombstones.

Being in **Wyszanów** want to take some time to watch the ruins of a Gothic church, burned down in 1633, during the Swedish invasion. The park, located next to the palace once stood, which led to this day preserved gate.

In excellent condition there are numerous examples of noble monuments of architecture, located in the nearby villages of the **district Wschowa**. Present the most impressive such buildings in the towns:

- **Dębowa Łęka** - Neo-Renaissance palace proved Brodowski family from around 1845,
- **Jędrzychowice** - a baroque palace complex built in 1726 by Samuel Mielęcki, with two cylindrical towers, which is reconstructed by a descendant of goods Górczyński, Baroness von Sigrun Schlichting-Bukówiec;
- **Krążkowo** - baroque palace from the XIX century,
- **Lgiń**, neo-Renaissance palace of the family Kęszycki the second half of the XIX century,
- **Osowa Sień** - Neo-Renaissance palace in 1890, with landscaped park and two neoclassical manor houses of the early XIX century,
- **Przybyszów** - Renaissance fortified manor house from about 1600,
- **Siedlnica** - The neo-Gothic palace near the church from the late XIX century, with decorative pinnacles and XIX century manor house, built on the cone oval fort,
- **Stare Drzewce** - classical mansion with half of the XIX century, and the manor park,
- **Stare Straczę** - in the east. part of the village team with a preserved manor house built in the 1st half. XIX. and outbuilding,
- **Tarnów Zejerny** - Baroque hunting castle in 1624, in the form of an octagon,
- **Zamysłów** - baroque palace from the XVIII century.
Recreation on the water and active tourism

Lakeland Sławskie and Earth Wschowska annually attract large numbers of tourists and holidaymakers. Lakes, rivers and canals surrounding Wschowa and Sława are an ideal base for lovers of swimming, canoeing, sailing, fishing and ornithologists.

14 lakes located in Lakeland Sławskie is a magnet for a large group of tourists opting for a holiday in our region. For them, the municipality and commune Wschowa and Sława is located a few dozen resorts that provide accommodation facilities and catering.

Guests are also guest houses, private accommodation, campsites and tourist farms. For larger areas of water are interesting places which are great for anglers paradise “like to soak the sticks”.

During the summer holidays on Lake Sławskie operates a cruise ship on the beach and the city operates water slide with a length of 70 m. The rentals are available for tourists kayaks, water bikes, boats and yachts.

Lgiń also during the summer season on Lake Lgińsko are big sandy beaches and swimming pools, water sports equipment rentals and mountain bikes.

Tourists are loving look beautiful view particularly scenic areas along the river Odra in the municipality of Szlichtyngowa and estuary of the Odra - Barycz near the village Wyszanów in the area, which is a veritable paradise for anglers.

Also, ornithologists and other wildlife observers will find for themselves some “rarities” in the form of black storks nesting, breeding colonies of cormorants and herons and a gray area at the time of assembly flights mute swans and many species of ducks.

Tourists who want to cultivate in our active tourism can try:
• rafting kayaking waterways five lanes from the start: Sława, Lgiń, Wieleń or Boszkowo,
• cycling along the bicycle route Wschowa - Lgiń - Sława - Lubiatów - Radzyń - Wschowa, 60 km
• hiking or biking trips along the red route "Loop Lgińska" 30 km.
• hiking or bike ride along the green trail on the routes: Konotop - Tarnow Jezierny, about 15.8 km and Tarnow Jezierny - Sława, ca . 10.5 km
• hiking or cycling tours yellow trail on the route Wschowa - Wieleń - Sława - Ciosaniec, approximately 62.0 km
• hiking along the paths of natural-forest "Pszczolkowski Hills": about 8.5 km,
• "Teaching biology differently” on the old forester’s “Animals” near Radzyń: about 4 km.
• cycling trip following the path of natural-forest in Krzyżowcu, about 12 km, the car park at the beginning of the forester lodge Krzyżowcu
• Walking the path of nature "Barycz Mouth" into Wyszanów: length 3 km.
Recreation in the countryside and forests

To rest in the countryside or a farm, we see no such arguments as:
• The taste of warm milk straight from cows and honey from his own apiary
• The smell of fresh hay after haymaking and fresh stubble after the harvest,
• View majestically walking farm animals and birds,
• Opportunities to participate in the work of farming,
• Opportunities to fish in ponds for breeding,
• learning opportunities and recreational riding horse.

One of the natural resources of our land are the forests covering 40% of the area and the Lakeland Sławski and District Wschowa. They surround the city of Sława from all sides. It is also surrounded by forests Lgiń. The Lgiń forests complex is around contributor Przemęt Landscape Park.

All forest areas are rich in old forests and are full of wild game and undergrowth. Therefore, in the season, tourists can go for blueberries, blackberries or mushrooming.

The cultural and recreational You

Numerous concerts, exhibitions or festivals are interesting elements in Wschowa and Sława. Wschowa regularly held in such cultural events, recreational and sporting Days Wschowa (VI), Fair Bourgeois (VII), Royal Music Festival (August), and the Polish Cup European Championships Motokrossie (V and IX), National Competition Lgiń-Strong Men (VII).

Also in town Sława area and held a recurring cultural events and sports and recreation: Days Sławy (VII), the Polish Cup sailing regatta in the class of “Omega” (V), Games in the triathlon (VII), National Bridge meeting (VII), National Festival blues “Forest, Water & Blues” in Radzyń (V).

There is also in our wide range of events of local importance, as interesting as those mentioned earlier, in which every tourist and holidaymakers can find something for “serenity” and physical recreation.
Some tourist attractions

- Boat “Lubuszanin II” cruise on Lake Śląskie, marina with water sport equipment rentals in OSIR-u in Sława, phone: +48/667 060 789
- “Water Chute” slide length of 70 m at a bathing beach in OSIR-u in Sława,
- lesson in green in the classroom IMGW hydrological station in Radzyń, phone +48 /68 356 6450
- Museum of Apiculture “Forest” in Jodłów 17, phone +48/68 388 6634, Mobile: 609 445824,
- Motocross track "KACZE DOLY" in Olbrachcice; OSIR Wschowa, phone 48/540 27 35
- Mini Zoo at the ranch “Haleszka” in a forest clearing in Lubiatów, phone +48/68 356 6592, www.haleszka.ta.pl,
- Museum of Earth Wschowska in Wschowa, Zamkowy square 7, phone +48/65 540 7461; e-mail: muzwum@wschowa.pl
- Sculpture Lapidarium tombstone in Wschowa, Solna street, phone +48/65 540 1640,
- Monastic Museum in Wschowa, Klasztorna street 2, phone +48/65 540 7345; www.klasztor.wschowa.net.pl
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